Objective

fields of a sinusoidal plane electromagnetic wave propagating in the positive x direction can be written
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where ro is the angular frequency of the wave and A is the
angular wave number. These equations rgresent special
solutions to the wave equations for E and B.

The instantaneous magnitudes of E and E ir,
magnetic wave are related by the expression
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o Electromagnetic waves carry momentum and hence can
exert pressure on surfaces. If an electromagnetic wave
whose intensity is 1is completely absorbed by a surface on

which

it is normally incident, the radiation pressure
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If the surface totally reflecs a normally incident wave, the
pressure is doubled.

The electromagnetic spectrum includes waves covering a
broad range of frequencies and wavelengths.
polarized light of intensig 4"* is ir.rcident on a potrar-rsmitted through the film has an
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,Ll:"film, the light
'r'aplane

magnitude

intensigv equal to 4,u. .or'0, where 0 is the angle between the
transmission axis of rhe polarizing film and the electric field

vector of the incident light.
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The average power per unit area (intensity) of a sinusoidal plane electromagnetic wave equals the average value of
the Poynting vector taken over one or more cycles.
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The average value of the Poprting vector for a
electromagnetic wave has the
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that surface is

Electromagnetic waves carry energy, The rate of flow of
energyLrossing a unit area is described by the Poynting
vector S, where
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Questions 843

Which of the follorving statements are true regarding electromagnetic waves traveling through a vacuum? More
than one statemellt may be correct. (a) A11 waves have the
same rvavelength. (b) AII rvaves have the same frequency.
(c) All rvaves travel at 3.00 x 108 rnls. (d) The electric
and magnetic fields associated lvith the waves are perpendicular to each other and to the direction of wave propagation. (e) The speed of the l,aves depends on their
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5. A typical rnicrorvave oven operates

at a frequency of 2.45 GHz.
What is the wavelength associated with the electromagnetic
waves in the oven? (a) 8.20 m (b) 12.2 cm (c) 1.20 X 108 m
(d) 8.20 x 10-e m (e) none of those answer-s

6.

2. An electromagnetic rvave u'ith a peak magnetic field magnitude of 1.50 x 10-7 T has an associated peak electric
field of what magnitude? (a) 0.500 x 10-15 N/C (b) 2.00 x
10-5 N/C (c) 2.20 x 104 Ni/C (d) 45.0 N/C (e) 22.0 N/C
hair and then hold the comb next to a bar magnet. Do the
electric and magnetic fields produced constitute an electro-

magnetic rvave? (a) Yes they do, necessarill. (b) Yes they do
because charged particles are moving inside the bar magnet. (c) They can, but only if the electric field of the comb
and the magnetic field of the magnet are perpendicular.
(d) They can, but only if both the comb and the magnet are
moring. (e) They can, if either the comb or the magnet or
both are accelerating.

4. If plane polarized light is sent through

trvo polarizers, the

first at 45o to the original plane of polarization aud the second at 90' to the original plane of polarization, rvhat fraction of the original polarized,intensity passes through the
last polarizer'? (a) 0 (b) j (c); (d) i (e),i

A

student working with a transmitting apparatus like
Heinrich Hertz's wishes to adjust the electrodes to generate electromagnetic rvaves with a frequency half as large as
before. (i) How large should she make the effective capacitance of the pair of electrodes? (a) four times larger than
before (b) two times larger than before (c) one-half as large
as before (d) one-fourth as large as before (e) none ofthose
answers (ii) After she makes the required adjustment, rvhat
will the wavelength of the transmitted wave be? Choose
from the same possibilities as in part (i).

frequency.

[3llArr.,-" you charge a comb by running it through your

denotes answer available in Student
Solutions Manual/Study Cuide

7. A small source radiates an electromagnetic wave with a
single frequency into vacuum, equally in all directions.
(i) As the wave moves, does its frequency (a) increase,
(b) decrease, or (c) stay constant? Usir.rg the same choices,
answer the same question about (ii) its wavelength, (iii) its
speed, (iv) its intensity, and (v) the amplitude of its electric

field.
8.

A plane electromagnetic
moves in vacuum

rvave

nith a single

frequency

in the positive x direction. Its amplitude

uniform over the yz plane. (i) As the wave moves, does its
frequency (a) increase, (b) decrease, or (c) stay constant?
Using tl-re same choices, answer the same question about
(ii) its wavelength, (iii) its speed, (iv) its intensity, and (v) the
amplitude of its magnetic field.
is
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Electromagnetic Waves

9. (i) Rank the following kinds of wales according to their
rvavelength ranges from those with the largest typical or average rvavelength to the smallest, noting any cases of equality:
(a) gamma rays (b) microrvaves (c) radio waves (d) visible
light (e) x-rays (ii) Rank the kinds of waves according to
their frequencies from highest to lowest. (iii) Rank the kinds
of waves according to their speeds from fastest to slorvest.
Choose from the same possibilities as in part (i).

location at t. compressed so that it crystallizes into a sphere
rvith significantly higher density, and then released. In this
situation, what is the net force exerted on the Brain? Choose'

from the same possibilities

the electric field at this position and at this instant? (a) the
positive x direction (b) the positive 1'directior-r (c) the positive z direction (d) the negative z direction (e) the negatile
1,

direction
z

11. A spherical interplanetary grain of dust of radius 0.2 mm
is at a distance r, from the Sun. The gravitational force exerted by the Strn on the grain.iust balances the force due
to radiation pressure from the Sun's light. (i) Assume the
grain is moved to a distance 2q from the Sun and released.
At this location, what is the net force exerted on the grain?
(a) torvard the Sun (b) alvay from the Sun (c) zero (d) impossible to determine without knowir-rg the mass of the
grain (ii) Now assume the grain is moved back to its original

1.

Figure OQ24.12
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Despite the advent of digital television, some viervers still
use "rabbit ears" atop their sets (Fig. CQ2a.1) instead
of purchasing cable television service or satellite dishes.
Certain orientations of the receiving antenna on a television set give better reception than others. Furthermore, the best orientation varies from station to station.
Explain.

in part (i).

1, Consider an electromagnetic wave traveling in the positile
1 direction. The magnetic field associated rvith tl.re rvave aI
some location at some instant points in the negative x direction as shorvn in Figure OQ24.12. What is the direction of

10. Assume the amplitude of the electric field in a plane electromagnetic wave is E, and the amplitude of the magnetic
field is 8,. The source of the wave is tl.ren adjusted so that
the amplitude of the electric field dor,rbles to become 2E,.
(i) What happens to the amplitude of the magnetic field in
this process? (a) Itbecomesfourtimes larger. (b) Itbecomes
two times larger. (c) It can stay constant. (d) It becomes onehalf as large. (e) It becomes one-fourth as large. (ii) rv\4rat
happens to the intensity of the nave? Choose from the same
possibilities as in part (i).
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stations often advertise "instant nervs." If that means

you can hear the ner{s the instant the radio announcer
speaks it, is the claim true? \\ihat approximate time intenal
is required for a message to travel from Maine to California
by radio rvaves? (Assume the rvaves can be detected at this
range.)

6. For a given incident energy of an electromagnetic wave, lrh\
is the radiation pressure on a perfectly reflecting surface
tu'ice as great as that on a perfectly absorbing surface?

7.
-

lf a high-frequency current exists in a solenoid containing a metallic core, the core becomes warm due to induction. Explain rvhy the material rises in temperatr-rre in this
situation.

E

8. An empty plastic or glass dish being removed from a micro
wave oven can be cool to the touch, even when food on an
adjoining dish is hot. How is this phenomenon possible?

?

9. Describe the physical significance of the Povnting

Figure CQ24.1 Conceptual Question I and
Problem 62.
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J.

What nerv concept did Maxwell's generalized form of
AmpEre's larv include?

4.

@

Ut,u, does a radio wave do to the charges in the receivir.tg

Il.

\Ahy should an infrared photograph of a person look different from a photograph taken rvith r.isible light?

three differences between sound u'aves and light

:1.",::

When light (or other electromagnetic radiation)
across a given region, (a) what is
is it that is transported?

travels

it that oscillates? (b) \trhat

vector.

antenna to provide a signal for your car radio?

ll2.l S.,ppo.. a creatlrre from another planet has eyes that ar.
sensitive to infrared radiation. Describe l'hat the alien

*,ould see if it looked around your librar1,. In particular.
l,hat rvould appear bright ancl l'hat rgould appear dim?

